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Abstract - The work involves design consideration, design checks
and sensitivity analysis to achieve the design criteria to fulfill the
structural requirement for mechanical integrity. During the last
several year the primary changes to the design of steam turbine
have focused on improving their efficiency, reliability and
reducing operating cost.
Siemens Power Generation, for
example, has improved the overall efficiency and availability of
its steam turbine by decreasing the steam flow energy losses in
each of the steam turbine components. The steam entering the
turbine is at 30 6degree centigrade and 6.32 bar. To get the most
work out of the steam, the exhaust pressure is kept very low the
casing thus witnesses, energy of the steam turned into work in HP
and IP Stages. So the design of the casing is a very important
aspect.
Keyword:-Steam turbine, objective of casing design, casing
design, casing eccentricity.

I.INTRODUCTION
Steam turbines are one of the most versatile and
oldest prime mover technologies still in general production
used to drive a generator or mechanical machinery. Power
generation using steam turbines has been in use for about
100 years. When they replaced reciprocating steam engines
due to their higher efficiencies and lower costs. Most of the
electricity produced in the United States today is generated
by conventional steam turbine power plants. [1]
Steam turbines for the bottoming cycle of
combined cycle plants had their unit capacity continuously
increased as the combustion temperature of gas turbines
became higher and unit capacity larger. The compact
design of steam turbine, namely, single-casing turbine not
only reduces the cost of the turbine itself, but reduces plant
construction cost because of the reduced turbine size and
shortens delivery time. The advantage of single-casing is
particularly notable on the single-shaft combined cycle in
reducing total shaft length, improving shaft system
reliability due to the reduced number of rotors and
enhancing operability and maintainability.[2]

II.OBJECTIVE OF CASING DESIGN
The engineer responsible for developing the well plan and
casing design is faced with a number of tasks.

 The pressure difference is lost if pressure builds up in the
casing.
 The valve must be required to prevents excessive
pressure from damaging the casing .[3]
 Design strings to minimize well costs over the life of the
well.
 Provide clear documentation of the design basis to
operational personnel at the well site. This will help
prevent exceeding the design envelope by application of
loads not considered in the original design.
While the intention is to provide reliable well
construction at a minimum cost, at times failures occur.
Most documented failures occur because the pipe was
exposed to loads for which it was not designed. These
failures are called “off-design” failures. “On-design”
failures are rather rare. This implies that casing-design
practices are mostly conservative. Many failures occur at
connections. This implies that either field makeup practices
are not adequate, or the connection design basis is not
consistent with the pipe-body design basis. [4]

III.METHOD OF CASING DESIGN
Casing Design Based on capable manufacturers’ experience
in developing casing materials and construction for high
inlet steam conditions, designs employ either a single- or
double-shell construction. Both of these shell
configurations have been used on many applications and
have accumulated years of operation. Turbine casings are
generally horizontally split and designed to provide
reliable, leak-free operation with metal-to metal joints,
moisture drainage provisions, and multiple casing
inspection openings. The parts of the turbine that control
the position of the rotating components in relation to the
fixed components are supported and located precisely at
shaft height: they move independently of each other. On
large turbine casings distortion cannot be transmitted to the
bearings. [5]
A. Preliminary Design
In the process of preliminary casing design the following
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points must be noted


Determination of casing shoe depths and number of
strings.



Data gathering and interpretation.



Successfully met selection of hole and casing sizes.



Mud-weight design.



Directional design

Fig.2.Inside casing

The quality of the gathering data will have a large impact
on the appropriate choices sizes and shoe depth.

In Table 1 [8] important parameters are given. And this
Table shall be adopted to design the steam turbine casing.
TABLE 1
IMPORTANT PARAMETER

B.Detailed design
The detailed design phase includes selection of pipe
weights and grades for each casing string. The selection
process consists of comparing pipe ratings with design
loads and applying minimum acceptable safety standards
(i.e., design factors). A cost-effective design meets all the
design criteria with the least expensive available pipe.[6]

Description

Units

Inside pressure

P1

5

MPa

Outside pressure

P2

0

MPa

Inner diameter

D

610

mm

Allowable stress

Q

72.5

MPa

h/

2.9

Bolt diameter

d

42

mm

Bolt thread pitch

p

4.5

mm

Bolt pitch

t

84

mm

Cap nut diameter

n

58

mm

Distance from casing outer
edge to bolt

k

20

mm

Distance from bolt to casing
inner edge

f

18.47

mm

Assumed ratio of flange
height to casing thickness

Fig.1. Steam turbine capacity and casing arrangement
indicates the applicable range of output and
condenser pressure for single-casing turbines.
The design procedure adopted in the present work is
as given below because of the complicated shape of the
turbine cylinder the exact calculation of the wall thickness
becomes very difficult. Neglecting the effect of side walls
flanges the pressure and temperature variation along the
length.
The flange of a turbine cylinder operates under
condition of compression and bending. Their design is
however based only on the bending forces present the forces
acting on the flange and the bolts. [7]
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IV.CASING ECCENTRICITY
With mechanical analysis of casing under non-uniform
load, there is a hypothesis in modeling and deduction. It is
very important to take casing off-center into consideration
for casing safety evaluation in the evaporated beds.
According to the casing mechanical analysis under nonuniform load, the most risk area is the points that have 90
or 270 degree. For the casing in deep ground, longitudinal
deformation is limited. If we do not think about the
longitudinal deformation, the problem can be transformed
into a plane strain one. In the fig.3: the casing radius is a0,
the cement sheath’s radius is a, the layer’s a1.
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casing geometry shall be used as design modification for
future.
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V.CONCLUSION
Large-capacity single-casing reheat steam turbines
have been developed to meet the need for large-capacity
single-shaft combined cycle plants and the market demand
for reduced cost by using compact machines, enhanced
flexibility of the operation, and high performance. The
present study on strength of steam turbine casing for a
given operating conditions reveals that the optimized
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